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Abstract:In Cloud Computing,We would like to store the
outsourced data in the cloud server for the scalable
storage. The outsourced data should be encrypted format.
For, improving security we use gateway encryption and
blind storage. Themain aim of this project is to preserve
the outsourced data in cloud through gateway encryption
and blind storage, and to implement multi keyword
ranked search over the encrypted data in a secure way by
NLP process without downloading and decrypting the
entire group member file contents.Multi-keyword search
directly over encrypted data is a desirable technique for
effective utilization of encrypted data outsourced to the
cloud.

Introduction
Research in cloud computing is receiving a lot
of attention from both academic and industrial worlds.
In cloud computing, users can outsource their
computation and storage to servers (also called clouds)
using Internet. Clouds can provide several types of
services like applications (e.g., Google Apps, Microsoft
online), infrastructures (e.g., Amazon’s EC2,
Eucalyptus, Nimbus), and platforms to help developers
write applications (e.g., Amazon’s S3, Windows
Azure). Much of the data stored in clouds is highly
sensitive, for example, medical records and social
networks. Security and privacy are thus very important
issues in cloud computing. In one hand, the user should
authenticate itself before initiating any transaction, and
on the other hand, it must be ensured that the cloud does
not tamper with the data that is outsourced.
In order to search in cloud, some requirements is
needed, search over encrypted data should support the

following three functions. First, the searchable
encryption schemes should support multi-keyword
search, and provide the same user experience as
searching in Google search with different keywords;
single-keyword search is far from satisfactory by only
returning very limited and inaccurate search results.
Second, to quickly identify most relevant results, the
search user would typically prefer cloud servers to sort
the returned search results in a relevance-based order
ranked by the relevance of the search request to the
documents.
In contrast to the theoretical benefits, most of the
existingproposals, however, fail to offer sufficient
insights towards the construction of full functioned
searchable encryption as described above. As an effort
towards the issue, in this paper, we propose an efficient
multi-keyword ranked search (EMRS) scheme over
encrypted mobile cloud data through blind storage. Our
main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We introduce searchable encryptionto achieve
multi-keyword ranked search over the encrypted
cloud data. In addition to that, we construct an
efficient index to improve the search efficiency.
• By modifying the blind storage system, we solve
the trapdoor unlinkability problem.
• The gateway encryption is used to provide more
security in the data storage.
Related Works
Enabling keyword search directly over
encrypted data is a desirable technique for effective
utilization of encrypted data outsourced to the cloud.
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Existing solutions provide multi-keyword exact search
that does not tolerate keyword spelling error, or single
keyword fuzzy search that tolerates typos to certain
extent. The current fuzzy search schemes rely on
building an expanded index that covers possible
keyword misspelling, which lead to significantly larger
index file size and higher search complexity. In this
paper, we propose a novel multi-keyword fuzzy search
scheme by exploiting the locality-sensitive hashing
technique. Our proposed scheme achieves fuzzy
matching through algorithmic design rather than
expanding the index file. It also eliminates the need of a
predefined dictionary and effectively supports multiple
keyword fuzzy search without increasing the index or
search complexity. Extensive analysis and experiments
on real-world data show that our proposed scheme is
secure, efficient and accurate. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work that achieves multikeyword fuzzy search over encrypted cloud data.
Dynamic Searchable Symmetric Encryption allows a
client to store a dynamic collection of encrypted
documents with a server, and later quickly carry out
keyword searches on these encrypted documents, while
revealing minimal information to the server. In this
paper we present a new dynamic SSE scheme that is
simpler and more efficient than existing schemes while
revealing less information to the server than prior
schemes, achieving fully adaptive security against
honest-but-curious servers. We implemented a
prototype of our scheme and demonstrated its efficiency
on datasets from prior work Christo Ananth et al. [3]
proposed a system in which the complex parallelism
technique is used to involve the processing of
Substitution Byte, Shift Row, Mix Column and Add
Round Key. Using S- Box complex parallelism, the
original text is converted into cipher text. From that, we
have achieved a 96% energy efficiency in Complex
Parallelism Encryption technique and recovering the
delay 232 ns. The complex parallelism that merge with
parallel mix column and the one task one processor
techniques are used. In future, Complex Parallelism
single loop technique is used for recovering the original
message. This is a primitive with several applications
other than SSE, and is of independent interest.
Cloud computing as an emerging technology
trend is expected to reshape the advances in information
technology. In this paper, we address two fundamental
issues in a cloud environment: privacy and efficiency.

We first review a private keyword-based file retrieval
scheme proposed by Ostrovsky et. al. Then, based on an
aggregation and distribution layer (ADL), we present a
scheme, termed efficient information retrieval for
ranked query (EIRQ), to further reduce querying costs
incurred in the cloud. Queries are classified into
multiple ranks, where a higher ranked query can retrieve
a higher percentage of matched files. Extensive
evaluations have been conducted on an analytical model
to examine the effectiveness of our scheme.
Existing System
In existing system encryption of the documents
are done in cloud server. All the files uploaded by the
user are encrypted in cloud and stored in static memory
locations. Hence Multi keyword search is not possible
on the encrypted cloud data. In order to make a search,
the existing system downloads all the encrypted files
and then decrypt for content based searching which is
the traditional way to search. In searchable symmetric
encryption (SSE) schemes, large number of documents,
search results should be retrieved in an order of the
relevancy with the searched keywords using TF-IDF
method.
Drawbacks
•

•

•
•
•

Outsourced encrypted Data are directly stored in
cloud, which may lead to severe confidentiality and
privacy issues.
Searchable encryption schemes fail to offer
sufficient insights towards the construction of full
functioned search over encrypted cloud data.
Server side encryption which is in secure.
Bulk content retrieval for file searching, which is
inefficient.
Group sharing with access control on encrypted
data is not well studied yet.
Proposed System

In Proposed system, we introduced an efficient
and reliable methodology for search over encrypted data
which is splited in to multiple blocks and then stored in
blind storage. Here the encrypted multi keyword search
pre computes the resulting search documents for the
input query from users through Natural language
processing Technique which is implemented on gateway
(client side) on user file upload. Hence the matching
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documents which is pre compute the before searching
the encrypted cloud contents are retrieved from cloud.
Here we does not pull all the encrypted data’s from
cloud for searching, which is time consuming and
ineffective. The matching documents memory locations
on blind storage are retrieved from the serializable
objects which is stored in the gateway. User can
download the resulting documents after getting the keys
from the group owner. Asymmetric kind of encryption
for key re-encryption and is more secured.
Multiple groups can be created. Each group is
having owner and users. User can upload the files in
public and private mode. If user uploads files in public
mode, the file is to encoded using Base64 algorithm. If
user uploads in private mode the file content is
encrypted using RSA algorithm and then can give
access control for each group user. User search in cloud
using keywords, cloud can send the related files to
respective user. If data user wants to read the contents
of files, data user should request to cloud and then cloud
will request to data owner. Data owner checks the user
attributes and access control, then the owner forward the
private key and data’s in secure manner.
Architecture

uploaded file. WordNet is used to serializable the data.
Data user search the file using multi-keyword ranked
search. The data owner send the his private in encrypted
format to data user if the user is a authorized person.
Using this private key he decrypt the file content.
Group creation
Data owner should be register in this
environment and create a group. Data users also register
and give request to group owner to add a group user.
Data owner accept the request from the user. Multiple
groups can be created. Each group is having owner and
users. Data user only can access the respective data
owner documents. Data user cannot access the webpage
until the data owner accepts the request.
Text mining process
In this module the data owner can upload the
document. Data owner can upload the files, the content
of file is to be extracted using NLP technique and that
words can get synonyms using Word Net tool. In first
step of text mining process POS tagger is implemented
to extract the keywords in files.NLP process is used to
extract the literal meaning of keywords previously
extracted. The Words are analyzed in Word Net API so
that the related terms can be found for use in the index
file. This index file will be generated for each upload
from group owner and saved as a serializable object in
cloud. All the communication to cloud server will be
done through web service.
Blind Storage

The data owner register the environment. Data
user send request to the data owner. Data owner upload
the file in private and public mode. In private mode the
base64 algorithm is used to encoded but in private mode
RSA algorithm is used to encoded the uploaded file.
The file also create the index file using the NLP
processes and WordNet tool. The NLP techniques is to
identify the related meaning of the keyword in the

The uploaded data’s are encrypted in gateway
after Natural language Processing is done and stored as
index file. The owner can give access control and
privileges to user while uploading the data. Access
control refers to whether the user has permission to
access the file or not. The privilege refers to how much
extend that the user has rights over the data (read and
write). The file will be splited into blocks and its
encrypted using RSA encrypting algorithm and the
encrypted blocks will be uploaded to the cloud service
and stored in blind storage. Blind storage all documents
are divided into fixed size blocks. These blocks are
indexed by sequence of random integers. Files content
are stored in block randomly so the cloud can view
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encrypted content only. Encryption key only knows to
data owner.
Query search
Data user will try to search a query in cloud
server. The cloud servers map the keywords and search
the related files. The cloud server gives the related
filename to user. To view the content the user should
click the filename; at that time user request to cloud
server and server send the user details and filename to
the data owner. Then data owner knows all public key
of user so he encrypt the private key using data user
public key and the encrypted key send to server and
server send that key details to user, then user decrypt the
key using our private key. After that the data user can
get private key of data owner and then access the data
through blind storage.
Implementation
In this paper we implement the gateway
encryption and blind storage. The above two concept is
used to reduce the unauthorized access in the data
storage. The gateway encryption is used to check the
access pattern of the each data access. The blind storage
is used to verify the access control of the each
authorized user. Here, we also implement multikeyword ranked search.Which is used to conduct search
based on the keywords of the query.
Conclusion
Hence we developed an efficient search in
multi keyword through blind storage which enable
accurate, efficient and secure search over encrypted
data. Privacy is preserved for data in cloud while storing
in blind Storage, and also achieved access control for
each user.
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